Open-air Sputum collection site

CONSTRUCTION PROPOSAL

Sputum collection site could be easily locally made. All parts could be produced by one selected company and/or handicraftsman in one of the main cities of the Country, then sent to rural health structures and mounted locally.

< See here beside an example of “roof mounting”.>
Specific materials can be chosen according to the materials locally available and to the handicrafts local knowledge and capacities. Here below indicative measures (expressed in cm) are provided. It is suggested to submit the present document to a local constructor to have different proposals in terms of materials and related budget. When choosing the materials, please take into consideration general hygienic requirements (eg. washable surfaces).

LOCATION
When deciding where to construct the booth, please take into consideration the local wind direction, do your best to find a place which guarantees both privacy to the TB patient and a safe environment to all other patients attending the clinic. (eg. Set it up far from the waiting area as well as from the clinic’s building itself)